Abstract. Under suitable assumptions on the order of nonlinearity we prove existence and uniqueness theorems for difference Dirichlet problems of divergence type. We also show that the discrete solutions converge to a solution of the continuous problem. We do not assume that our equation comes from a variational problem. Some of our results are constructive or allow for the application of constructive methods.
Introduction.
Let Í2 be a plane bounded region such that the boundary of S2, dQ, is of class C1.
If P is a point in the plane, then we denote it by (xu x2). Place a square grid on the plane of grid width h. All points of the form (mh, nh), with m and n integers, are called mesh points. Let P0 = (x0i, x02) be a mesh point. Then a neighborhood of P0 is the set of points 9l(P0) = {(x0i, x02), (x0i + h, x02), (x01 + h, x02 + h), (xou x02 + h), ( Xoi -h, Xo2 ~r h), (Xoi h, Xo2), (Xoi n, Xo2 n), (x0i, Xo2 h), (Xoi -r h, Xo2 h)\.
We define tih as that set of mesh points P such that 3l(P) C Û, and we define the boundary of Qh as those mesh points P in Ö such that at least one element of 9l(P) is in the exterior of Q = Ü + dfl. Let V(P) be any function which is everywhere finite for P G £2* + 3Í2A = Üh; such a function will be called a mesh function. Let P = (xu x2) he a mesh point. Then, for any mesh function we define forward difference quotients by V.AP) = { V(xi + h, x2) -V(P))/h, VX.(P) = { V(xi, x2 + h) -V(P))/h and backward difference quotients by Vtt(P) = { V(P) -Vtex -h, X2))/h, Vt,(P) = Í V(P) -Vtei, x2 -h)}/h.
The vector (VZl(P), Vt,(P)) is denoted by V"K(P) and the vector (V,AP), Vt,(P)) is denoted by VhV(P).
We denote by Oj; (and Q'h') the set of points P £_&» such that, for any mesh function V(P) defined on Ùh, the vector V»F(P) (and \/kV(P)) is defined using only mesh points in Qh. If Dh is any set of mesh points in the plane, then we define mh(Dh) to be h2 times the number of points in Dh. A set of mesh points will be called connected iff one can go from any mesh point in the set to any other mesh point in the set along line segments of length h connecting only elements of the set. We assume all mesh sets are connected.
A function u(P) G C"c(ü) iff the support of u(P) is a compact subset of ü and all pth order partial derivatives of u(P) are continuous over 0. The set £m(0) denotes all functions whose absolute value is Lebesgue integrable to the mth power. The space Wm.oity is the completion of CC(U) with respect to the metric of £m(0) applied to all partial derivatives up to order p; for a more detailed discussion see Morrey [12, pp. 62-90] .
In this paper, we shall study selfadjoint uniformly elliptic differential problems of the form (»} (at(P, u(P), Vh(P)))" = HP, u(P), Vu(P)), P G 0.
u(P) = q(P), P G dû, where the repeated indices are summed and Vm(P) = (uXi(P), ux,(P)) with uXi(P) = du(P)/dx¡. We consider the difference approximation associated with this equation for given mesh size h to be given as ("} MP, U, V" U))u = f(P, U, V* Ü), P G 0», u(P) = Q(P), p G a a».
The mesh function Q(P) is related to q(P) in that we assume q(P) has a nice extension to Í2; for our purposes it is sufficient to assume that it may be extended to Í2 as an element of C\Ü), call it q(P), and we define Q(P) = q(P) for P G díl".
The results of this paper will also hold for the difference problem (at(P, U, Vh U))tt + (at(P, U, V" U))xi (**)' = KP, v, v»t/) + KP, u, vhu), PG a», U(P) = Q(P), P G dílk.
Let et0(a*) be the set of all mesh functions defined on 04 and such that they vanish on dtih. Any solution U(P) of (**) will be such that, for every f G Cto(OE»), (***) h2 £ {a,(P, U, VkU)Çxi + f(P, U, VkU)t} = 0.
Ok'
To save space, we shall often drop the index set of the summation. If we used the approximation in (**)', we would add to (***) a summation over 0£'. It is this last equation we shall study when we prove results of existence, uniqueness and convergence. It is clear that to prove conditions for existence, uniqueness and convergence, we must make some assumptions which describe in a gross sense the types of nonlinearity we are considering in (*). We list these classical assumptions as follows (for a more detailed analysis of the genesis of these conditions see [7] and [12] ):
Condition (A). There exists a nonnegative constant Ct such that, for mesh functions V(P) and W(P), 2 £ ai(p, v(P), whw(P))Pi(P) ^ Ci\vkw(P)\m, where p¿P) = WXi(P) for / = 1, 2 and P G üh.
Condition (B). There exist nonnegative constants C2 and C3 such that for any nonzero vector £ = (£" £2), for any P G ®h and for any mesh functions V(P) and
W(P), we have
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where a,,,,. = a,,",, |£|2 = £2 + £ and the repeated indices indicate a summation over all i and /. This condition includes the statement that the problem in (1) is elliptic.
Condition (C). There exists a nonnegative constant C4 such that (a) \f(P, V(P), VkW(P))\ g C4¡1 + \V"W\2}im-i)/2,or (ß) \f(P, V(P), VkW(P))\ á C4{1 + |V*rn<-1-*,/a, with* > 0. Condition (D). There exist nonnegative constants C5, C6 such that for mesh functions V(P), W(P) we have the relations £ i|a«,(P, K, VhW)/dXi\ + \a,(P, V, VhW)\} ^ C5(l + |V"W|2)("-1)/2 and £ laa.iB, K, v»»o/aK| ^ c6(i + |vtwf )(m~2)/2. i
Condition (E). There exists a nonnegative constant C7 such that one of the following is valid:
|a/(P, V(P), VhW(P))/dV\ (<*) + £ ¡|a/(P, V(P), WhW(P))/dWx,\ + \df(P, V(P), VhW(P))/dXi\} S C7(l + |V*W|2)("-2)/\ |a/(p, v(P), vhw(P))/dv\ (ß) + £ i|a/(P, v(P), v"rV(P))/dwxi\ + \df(p, v(P), vhw(P))/dXi\\ á c7(i + |v"»f)(m~2~")/2 where k > 0, or (7) \df(p, v(P), vhw(P))/dv\ + £ |a/(p, v(P), vhw(P))/dfvxi\ = o % and h2 £ |/(P)| S C7, for m > 2, or h2 £ |/(P)|m g C7, for m g 2.
S!»
We are assuming that w > 1 in all of these conditions and that all the constants Ci, C2, etc. are independent of h. By being independent of h we mean that if we imagine that h goes to zero then these numbers are to remain finite in the limit. We shall use the notation, in order to save space in the sequel, m' and m where m' = m -1 and m -m -2.
We shall also consider problems where we replace the expression 1 + |V*W|2 by the expression 1 + \V\2 + \VhW\2 in the appropriate conditions above. When we do this we shall denote the conditions corresponding to (A), (B), etc. by (A'), (B'), etc.
Ladyzenskaya and Ural'ceva [8, p. 230] have considered the case that the inhomogeneous term in the differential equation associated with (1) satisfies the condition that |/(P, u, V«)| ^ C4(l + |Vw|2)m/2. Their development is relative to the max norm, ours is not, and their analysis rests heavily on the Dirichlet Growth Theorem of Morrey [12, p. 79 ] and on the extension of results of De Giorgi [12, p. 194] . We can prove some of these preliminary results but when we attempt to apply them to a solution of (**), by a summation by parts, we cannot use these results because on the dAh,k,", Ah,ktP = \P: P G Û\, U(P) > k,\P -P0\ < p), we do not have that
There is one more condition that we will add in order to prove the existence of a solution to (***) over general domains.
Condition (F). For any mesh function £(P) G ûo(OE4) and for every mesh function W(P) G &o(ßh), there exists a function F(P, £(P), VhW(P)) such that aAP.&P), VhW(P)) = dF(P,£(P), VhW(P))/dWxi(P) and ai(P, k(P), VhW(P)) = dF(P,£(P), VhW(P))/dWxi(P).
We remark that this Condition (F) does not say that our equation in (**) is the Euler equation of a variational problem. Hence, our condition in (F) is more general than a requirement of Frehse [3, p. 316 ] who assumes that his equations come from a variational problem. We will also consider a sufficient condition for removing
Condition (F).
We also consider the special case that Í2 is a rectangular region with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. In this case, we assume that the lengths of two adjacent sides are commensurable and that dtik C du. We denote the sides of Í2 by s¡, i = 1, • • • ,4, with Si on the side perpendicular to the Xi-axis and the ordering increasing in the counterclockwise direction. The rectangular region offers simplicities which are not present in any other region.
In this paper, we show, under certain constraints on the constants C, of our conditions, that a solution to (**) exists; the problem in (**) is equivalent to that in (***). The proof of the existence of a solution is given in Theorem 1 and it makes essential use of the Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem. To apply that theorem, we must prove, in part, that a certain function, called <t>, defined on a ball Si in Hl,i0(Qh), maps $i into itself. By requiring C\ > CmiC82n'm' or C? > C4'3'"'m'C8(C7'/m + l)m, along with other conditions in the various parts of Theorem 1, we are able to show that a Ji > 0 exists so that for Si of radius "¡zJi the mapping property is satisfied. We also prove that this <j> is Holder-continuous on Si for m > 2 and <b is Lipschitz-continuous on Si for m G [4/3, 2). These continuity properties allow, under certain assumptions, the application of constructive methods; e.g. the Banach Fixed Point Theorem or some of the approximation methods in [16] . We also obtain certain uniqueness results from these methods. The special case m = 2 is presented in Theorem 2.
For the proof of Theorem 1 we assumed that Condition (F) holds. In Theorem 3, we present a sufficient condition-again based on the size of the constants C¡-for removing that condition.
In Theorem 4, we obtain "interior estimates" on the norm of second-order difference quotients for solutions to (***); these estimates hold up to the boundary if Í2 is a rectangular region and if the expressions a¿ satisfy a condition given in Corollary 2.
In our proof of convergence, Theorem 5, we make essential use of Theorem 4 and the fact that we have two independent variables. In this respect, our proof of convergence is different from that of [3] and [5] , although a more general proof of convergence is given in [3] . We show that for certain mesh sizes hn tending to zero, those associated solutions U" of (***) may be extended to Tt, G 3Ci,,o(ß) sucn that a subsequence converges weakly to an element 'Ho G 3Ci,p0(0) and strongly to 'Ho over D' where 5'CQ and the 50, 3D' are in C\ From this and the fact that "U» = Un over D'hn, we conclude that Ito is a weak solution to (*). This result is strengthened in the case 0 is a rectangle; that result is given in Corollary 3.
All of the results mentioned above were explicitly derived under the assumption that Q(P) = 0 for P G 50A. In part (II) of the paper, we mention how this assumption may be removed and the resulting effects on our computations become obvious.
Our assumption that the number n of independent variables is two was only important in Theorem 5. All results, with the exception of this, go through for « > 2 with slight modification. The proof of Theorem 5 would require a constraint on the relationship between m and n.
The author is grateful to the referee for his careful reading of the original manuscript.
Existence, Uniqueness and Convergence. In this section, we shall consider uniformly elliptic difference problems of the form (aKP, U(P), VhU(P)))Xl + (a2(P, U(P), VkU(P)))x, (1) = KP. U(P), VkU(P)), P G 0k,
A more general type of problem has been treated in [9] where 0 was a rectangular region; the geometry of 0 was essential to the methods developed in that paper. Here, we wish to specialize the equation to be of divergence form but to leave the geometry of 0 as broad as possible.
In the development of this section, we shall refer to Condition (A), Condition (A'), etc., and by this we shall mean those conditions given in the Introduction which describe the types of nonlinearity we are considering.
We now divide this section into two parts.
(I). The Case that Q(P) = 0 for P G 50». Let A0(Qh) -a0 = {£(P): £(P) is a finite mesh function defined on 0A and ¿,(P) = 0 for P G 50*}. Then, we define a weak solution to (1) by following Ladyzenskaya [7, p. 91] , as a solution U(P) to the problem (2) h2 £ {¿ (at(P. U(P), VkU(P)))lt + KP. U(P), VhU(P))H(P) = 0, where U(P) G Go and (2) is to hold for all f(P) G «o. 
here 0¿ is the subset of Qk described in the Introduction. Let .Hi,"(00 = {V(P): V(P) G «o and there exists a constant K¡ such that
and K~i may be bounded, independent of mesh size A}. If we have two different mesh widths hi and h2, then the domain of definition of the function V(P) G H]" 0(ü'ki)is different from the domain of definition of the function V(P) G -^."(OjJ,), because 0^ ^ 0j¡3. We shall not dwell on this idea until we consider the question of convergence. Suffice it to say at this point that we are taking h to be arbitrarily small but fixed.
For any mesh function W(P) G Go, we define the /"-norm as ||W(P)||,¡¡ = ih2 Zpeak\W(P)\y/m.
In the sequel, we shall drop the prime from 0A as it does not add to the exposition; our meanings will be clear from the context.
We shall now state some lemmas of the Sobolev type which are essential for the technical manipulations which will follow. Their proofs proceed exactly as in [10], [11] , [12, p. 80 Co ^ 2V2(C8 + 3m(0)rf)/m(0). Lemma 4. 7/7(P) is everywhere finite for P G 04 and if h2 £0jk f(P)Ç(P) = 0 for all f(P) G «o, then, for all P G O», /(P) = 0.
An immediate consequence of Lemma 4 is that a weak solution to the discrete problem in (3) exists iff a solution to the discrete problem in (1) exists for the same mesh width h. This lemma gives "numerical meaning" to the idea of a weak discrete solution. We introduce the weak solution idea only because we need some quantitative estimates in order to prove that solutions to (3), and hence (1), exist and to establish uniqueness and convergence criteria. This definition is made in "formal anology" with that used in partial differential equations.
We now turn our attention to the question of existence and uniqueness of a solution to (3) . The case m = 2 will be treated separately. We do not list explicitly all possible cases which can occur from our assumptions but only a representative sample to indicate the methods of proof. Some of our constraints on the constants of the problem, as given in the next theorem, come about as we are not able to prove all the results of the De Giorgi-Nash-Moser type; some general reasons for this were given in the Introduction. After the proof of the following theorem, we will give an example to which it may be applied. Theorem 1. We assume in all cases to be considered that Condition (F) holds. Now we want the right-hand side of (6) to be H\ C1J"'1, i.e. we want Ji so that
Hence, with Jr satisfying (7), we have that $ : Si -> Si. We shall show that <f> is a Holder-continuous function of £ in the topology on Si induced by its defining norm. Let &, £2 G Si with <bu <f>2 the associated solutions to (5) . Then, if we set f = <f>i -<t>2, we get: (the summation is over P G 00 We now proceed as in the earlier situation, since the left-hand side of the above inequality is known. Now consider the case that (E7) holds. Using Lemma 3 we have that Remark 2. We observe that in all cases considered on m, if daJdV = 0 and / depends on P alone, then a solution to (3) exists and it must be unique.
It is natural at this point, especially after our last result, to determine if we may remove the very confining Condition (F). We shall state and prove a theorem on a sufficient condition for the removal of this condition for the case m > 2. The case m G [4/3, 2) is treated in a similar manner and the modifications necessary will be read off from what we give. Proof. We need only prove that <£(£(•); P) exists for all £(P) G Si as this was the only place Condition (F) was used. Let \¡/(v(-); P), for v(P) G Si and p a parameter to be determined, be a solution to note that yi2 comes from (7) when the primed conditions are used. Now we have that rp : Sj -» Si. Now, observe that \\vn -v\\^ -*0iff vn -va-*0 for each P G O». Hence ^ is a continuous, in Hlmi0(0») norm, function of v(P) G Si. By Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem, at least one fixed point of ^ exists on S^ we call one of these #(£(•); P). Now, we shall obtain "interior estimates" for powers of second-order difference quotients, i.e. we shall show that for any subregion D of 0 such that D C 0, we have that |VkUx,\, s = 1 or 2, is in lp(Dh) for some p > 0 and for all n. These estimates will be used when we prove the convergence of the solutions of the difference equation to a solution of the differential equation. In a remark at the end of the proof of the next theorem, we will explain the generality of parts (d) and (e) in the statement of the next theorem. where 5i-pi, 5,,£ and äj,., is defined as in (9) but now the arguments of the associated integrands are (P, £, V»^) with $ = (1 -O0(P -A.) + '0(P), (P, £, V»*(P -h.)) with £ = (1 -0£(P -A.) + /£(P), and (P, £(P -A), V»<*> (P -A,) ). Then, taking m(P) = rç2(P)0x" assuming m j= 2 and k _■ 0 and setting m = m -1 -k, In our next result we prove that if 0 is a rectangular region, then our "interior estimates" may hold for all of 0». Proceeding as in the development of (9), we get Now we shall prove the convergence of solutions of the difference equations to weak solutions of the differential equation. Our proof will make essential use of our interior estimates and the fact that our equation has two independent variables. A different convergence proof, with less stringent hypotheses, is to be found in Assume the appropriate-we have not yet made an assumption on m-hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied so that a solution, Un(P) G Go(0»), exists to the difference equation A2 £ {aKP, Un(P), VkUn(P))U(P) + KP, Un(P), V»l/"(P))f(P)} = 0 ■P6S».
for all f(P) G G0(0»). Let <Un(P) be the "filling-in" function given in Stummel [15, p. 180]; i.e. (14) 1ln(P) = A2 £ S"(P -Q)Un(Q), Q where Q runs over all mesh points of the plane and
with P = (Xi, x2) and Q = (£,, £2). By Theorem 3, we have that Un(P) G H22(DhJ or we have i/n(P) G H2(D") depending on the size of m. Let us assume m ï: 2. Then there exists a constant independent of hn such that ||t/"(P)||2 ^ J'4 for each n =■ N(h') and this norm is taken over !>»". Hence, there exists a constant J4', independent of hn, such that HllniP)!!2 è J" where this norm is over £>'; see Stummel [15, p. 181] . Applying the Variant of the Calderón Extension Theorem [13, p. 74], we have new functions D"(P) G 3C-lt0(ti) such that *ü"(P) = 1t"(P) in D'; these functions are also uniformly bounded over 0 in the 3C2i0(0) norm. Hence, a subsequence of Vn, which we still call V", converges weakly to some V0(P) G 3Cl.o(^)-Using Theorem 3.2.3 in [12, p. 70] and Theorem 10.2 in [4, p. 28], we conclude that a subsequence of V" converges strongly to Va in 0C^0(O). Since 3C¡"i0(O) and //^"(O») are conditionally compact with respect to weak convergence, the above analysis shows that if a subsequence of Ti», which we still call It», converges weakly to an element Tlo G 3CL,o(0), then for any set D' C O satisfying the conditions above, we have that TI« converges strongly to 'lio in 3C¿(D').
We now claim that, for all f G C\(D'), License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (15) ff {a,(P, V0(P), VV0(P))CX<(P) + KP. Vo(P), V»tüo(P))r(P)í d*i dx2 = 0.
To see this we first observe that ^"(P) = Un(P) for P G O», and that, using the methods of proof in [15, pp. 186-187], derivatives and difference quotients of ^"(P) converge strongly to lloiP) in 3C"\(D'). Now, to each P G 0». with n > N(h') let us associate the rectangular region A"(P) determined by the vertices (xi, x2), (xi + h, x2), (xi + h, x2 + A), (Xi, x2 + A). Over A»(P) let us define Ün(Q) = Í/"(P) and V»t7"(g) = V»C/"(P) for all Q G A"(P). Now we observe that there exists e,(n) for i = 1,2 such that e,(n) -» 0 as n -» °° and ff at(ß, Ün,VhUn)Cxi(Q)dQ JJAniP) = {LAP) + •iOitifotiP. Un, V»t/") + 0(AÜ)(1 + e,(«)).
Also, from the strong convergence derived above and the fact that ^"(P) = Í/"(P) for P G 0» and the appropriate conditions in (A) to (E), we deduce the result that // {at(Q, Un, VkUn) -aAQ, <U"(ß), V^n(Q))}LÁQ) dQ -> 0 as n -* «o.
In a similar manner, we have that // KQ, Un, V»t/")f(Ô) dQ = A2/(P, í/", V»t/")f(i>) + e(n) and // {/(Ö, Un, V» tU -/(ß, «U,«?), V^iOWlfiÖ) rfß -> 0 as n -> » ;
here «(n) -> 0 as n -> « and comes from Condition (E) and £ G C^(D'). Using the fact that Un(P) solves the difference equation, the additivity of the integral, and the linearity of f and Vf in the integral, we conclude that TtoiP) is a weak solution of (1). The case m G [4/3, 2] proceeds along similar, but simpler, lines. Therefore, we have proved the next result. Theorem 5. Let h" be a monotonically decreasing sequence which converges to zero and such that 0».+, 3 Ö»". Let the 50 be in C1. Let the appropriate hypotheses of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 be satisfied. Let U"(P) be the discrete solutions to (3) with h = hn and let ^"(P) be as in (IA). Then, there exists a subsequence of ^"(P) and an element ^P) G 3C¡"i0(0) such that ^"(P) converges weakly to ^(P) in 3C».o(û)> It-CP) converges strongly to %0(P) in 3C¿(I>) with 3D in C1 and D C 0 and the function ItoiP) is a weak solution to the differential equation (1); i.e. (15) holds for every f(P) G 3CL.0(0).
As an immediate consequence of the last result and that in Corollary 2 we have the following. Corollary 3. Let 0 be a rectangular region and let h" tend monotonically to zero with h" > 0, 0»"+J D 0». and 50»n+1 3 50».. Let Un(P) be a solution to (3) and let "(P) be as given in (14) . Let the hypotheses of Corollary 2 be satisfied. Then there exists an element ^(P) G 3C2.o(OE) such that some subsequence of ^"(P) converges
